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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
OnCall Debuts App for iOS and Android Devices: Experts 'On Call'
Worldwide for Businesses and Consumers in Thousands of Specialties

OnCall, a fast and convenient way to hire experts in a variety of industries,
announces its debut for iOS and Android devices.
This free download allows users to find experts (by topic or location), read ratings
and reviews about these professionals, pay for services, and videoconference with
an expert in real-time.
Expressive by design, and communicative in practice, OnCall gives people the
chance to speak with experts in a detailed and comprehensive manner – anytime,
anywhere.
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"OnCall transforms the way companies and consumers get the answers they
want – from top experts worldwide – with speed, convenience and personalization.
We unite users with an ever-growing, global team of professionals, specializing in
thousands of fields such as health and wellness, finance and real estate,
information technology and tutoring, and law and accounting, among other key
industries.
“Our app mobilizes mobile devices by freeing individuals from the limits of
geography – they now have the chance to find and video conference with experts,
in just a few minutes – so they can 'tap and talk' without having to leave this app.
Our professionals are 'on call,' through OnCall, whenever or wherever you need
them,” says Brandon Xavier, Founder of OnCall.
About OnCall
Headquartered in Toronto, OnCall is a fast and effective way for businesses and
consumers to recruit, review and retain professionals across a broad array of
specialties. Available for iOS and Android devices, OnCall enables users to post
questions and receive offers for specific services, and have a real-time, face-to-face
video call with any and all experts. This ability to find and hire talent is immediate
and intimate, allowing users to complete this process all within the OnCall app. For
more information, please visit OnCall.
Founder’s Bio
Brandon Xavier is the Founder of OnCall, a mobile (for iOS and Android devices)
and desktop service, which enables consumers and businesses to recruit and
retain professionals throughout a multitude of industries. Along with reviews or
background about each professional, in addition to the freedom to videoconference
with the candidates of your choosing, OnCall allows you to find and hire the right
expert — in just a few minutes. A native of Toronto, Brandon holds a BSc in
Computer Science from Staffordshire University (UK) and an MBA from the
University of Toronto.
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